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Treasure Chest in ActionTreasure Chest in Action

The following three activities were The following three activities were 
selected because they provide a balance selected because they provide a balance 
of learning modalities: auditory, visual, of learning modalities: auditory, visual, 
kinesthetic/tactile.kinesthetic/tactile.
In all three activities, the primary actors In all three activities, the primary actors 
and makers of meaning are the students, and makers of meaning are the students, 
not the teacher.not the teacher.



1212thth GradeGrade’’s Concentration Reviews Concentration Review

1212thth Grade has just finished learning about Grade has just finished learning about 
the rise of Zionism, covering from the the rise of Zionism, covering from the 
1500s through the eve of World War One.  1500s through the eve of World War One.  

As a review for the test they will be having, As a review for the test they will be having, 
I provided materials to make a game of I provided materials to make a game of 
concentration.concentration.

Each student was given six to eight cards, Each student was given six to eight cards, 
and instructed to write questions and and instructed to write questions and 
matching answers.matching answers.



The PlayThe Play

Once their question cards were completed, Once their question cards were completed, 
they were to choose a partner randomly, they were to choose a partner randomly, 
lay out the cards, and play concentration lay out the cards, and play concentration 
(sometimes called (sometimes called ““matchingmatching””).  The ).  The 
student who garnered the most matches student who garnered the most matches 
‘‘wonwon’’..

I had hoped to have a classI had hoped to have a class--wide game as wide game as 
well, but we ran out of time.well, but we ran out of time.



Meaning, Movement, & Social Meaning, Movement, & Social 
LearningLearning

I had one overarching goal, and three secondary I had one overarching goal, and three secondary 
goals.  goals.  

The overarching goal was to provide an interactive The overarching goal was to provide an interactive 
studentstudent--centered review of material.centered review of material.

The secondary goals included having students The secondary goals included having students 
make meaning of the material by generating the make meaning of the material by generating the 
matches; having students move around the matches; having students move around the 
classroom instead of sitting in one place; classroom instead of sitting in one place; 
encouraging social learning and peer tutoring by encouraging social learning and peer tutoring by 
pairing with a partner to compare knowledge.pairing with a partner to compare knowledge.



Making MeaningMaking Meaning

Students were given some time to review Students were given some time to review 
their notes in order to generate questions their notes in order to generate questions 
on the material.on the material.



Concentration ReviewConcentration Review
Preparing the cardsPreparing the cards……



Then, the fun began!Then, the fun began!

Animation and excitement was high as Animation and excitement was high as 
they played.  Even serious quiet students they played.  Even serious quiet students 
livened up, laughed, and showed they livened up, laughed, and showed they 
were having a good time!were having a good time!



Concentration in ActionConcentration in Action
The playThe play……



Concentration in ActionConcentration in Action

Please see attached moviePlease see attached movie--lets to lets to 
see and hear the students playing see and hear the students playing 
concentration with the cards they concentration with the cards they 
made.made.



1111thth GradeGrade’’s s ““Who Am I?Who Am I?”” ReviewReview

1111thth Grade has just completed a unit about the Grade has just completed a unit about the 
Jews of RussiaJews of Russia--Poland, from the mid 1600s Poland, from the mid 1600s 
through the mid 1700s.   through the mid 1700s.   

As a review for the test they will be having, I As a review for the test they will be having, I 
prepared materials for a prepared materials for a ““Who am I?Who am I?”” game.game.

I wrote the names of many of the figures of this I wrote the names of many of the figures of this 
era on construction paper, and taped these to era on construction paper, and taped these to 
their backs.  They did not know which person their backs.  They did not know which person 
they represented, but by asking their classmates they represented, but by asking their classmates 
questions and going through their notes, they questions and going through their notes, they 
found the answer.found the answer.



““Who Am I?Who Am I?”” Game Set Game Set 



The PlayThe Play

Because I wanted this to be a genuine Because I wanted this to be a genuine 
review, I did not forewarn students that review, I did not forewarn students that 
we would be playing the game.  Instead, we would be playing the game.  Instead, 
each one paged through her notes to find each one paged through her notes to find 
the relevant information.the relevant information.

The subject also used her notebook to help The subject also used her notebook to help 
her pose questions, and to find the her pose questions, and to find the 
information which would reveal her information which would reveal her 
identity.identity.



Get a good look, everyone! Get a good look, everyone! 



Asking the right questionsAsking the right questions



What do we know about her?  Check What do we know about her?  Check 
those notes!those notes!



Looking Looking 
forfor
cuescues



ConsultingConsulting
a classmatea classmate



She found herself!She found herself!



Movement, meaning, and funMovement, meaning, and fun

The students all had a lot of fun with this The students all had a lot of fun with this 
activity, and it truly provided a thorough activity, and it truly provided a thorough 
review.  A few points of confusion were review.  A few points of confusion were 
revealed and clarified: now they are revealed and clarified: now they are 
prepared for the test.prepared for the test.

Movement, laughter, and involvement made Movement, laughter, and involvement made 
this activity a hit.this activity a hit.



Bible Class VisualsBible Class Visuals

In both the 11In both the 11thth and 12and 12thth Grades we have just Grades we have just 
finished part of the book of Leviticus, and will be finished part of the book of Leviticus, and will be 
moving on to Numbers.  moving on to Numbers.  

Because this portion was a Because this portion was a ‘‘warmwarm--upup’’ to familiarize to familiarize 
the students with various commentators, we the students with various commentators, we 
chose to focus on a small part of the portion, chose to focus on a small part of the portion, 
and did not complete the entire thing.and did not complete the entire thing.

As such, I decided against a pen and paper test, As such, I decided against a pen and paper test, 
and chose to do a group activity that would and chose to do a group activity that would 
encourage them to review all of the material encourage them to review all of the material 
learned, and to make meaning of it.learned, and to make meaning of it.



CategorizingCategorizing

The name of the portion was The name of the portion was ““Holy Things.Holy Things.”” We We 
opened with a chart that listed topic headings opened with a chart that listed topic headings 
for types of holiness, such as holy times, holy for types of holiness, such as holy times, holy 
places, holy things, holy people, and so on.  In places, holy things, holy people, and so on.  In 
total there were six categories. total there were six categories. 

I divided the students up randomly, and I divided the students up randomly, and 
instructed them to review all the material theyinstructed them to review all the material they’’d d 
learned, and to group the points made by the learned, and to group the points made by the 
commentators in this organizer.commentators in this organizer.



Approximation of the chartApproximation of the chart

מק ֹו מ ֹו ת  זמנ ים דברים עשי ֹות  אנשים  'ה

מצ ו ו ת  מ ן  הּפרשה   
     

ע''ּבקצש הלכ ֹות   שנ מצאּו        

ל''חזמא מרי         

To see the chart, go to http://www.lookstein.org/resources/kedusha_chart.pdf



Pictograms: the theoryPictograms: the theory

The way the project was designed, all three basic learning The way the project was designed, all three basic learning 
modalities were addressed: visual and auditory learning modalities were addressed: visual and auditory learning 
paths were accessed while reviewing, discussing, and paths were accessed while reviewing, discussing, and 
categorizing the material with onecategorizing the material with one’’s partner; the s partner; the 
kinesthetic modality was used to create the actual kinesthetic modality was used to create the actual 
pictogram (a few students chose to do other visual pictogram (a few students chose to do other visual 
representations, such as flow charts and dioramas.  The representations, such as flow charts and dioramas.  The 
main point was that it be a visual representation of main point was that it be a visual representation of 
learning.)  learning.)  

Students engaged in peer teaching by presenting their Students engaged in peer teaching by presenting their 
pictogram to their fellow classmates and explaining what pictogram to their fellow classmates and explaining what 
they did and why.they did and why.



Creating the pictogramsCreating the pictograms



Students at Students at 
workwork



Showing the fruits of their laborShowing the fruits of their labor

Holy actionsHoly actions

Holy peopleHoly people



Presenting their workPresenting their work



Creators of Meaning!Creators of Meaning!



Samples of Samples of 
pictogramspictograms





Peer teachingPeer teaching



Learning can Learning can 
be fun!be fun!



Thank you for visiting my Thank you for visiting my 
virtual classroom!virtual classroom!


